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**ABSTRACT**

Modelling managed resource systems can involve the integration of multiple software modules into a single codebase. These modules are often written by non-software specialists, using heterogeneous terminologies and modelling approaches. One approach to model integration is to use a central structure to which each external module connects. This common interface acts as an agreed mode of communication for all contributors. We propose the Python Network Simulation (Pynsim) Framework, an open-source library for building simulation models of networked systems. Pynsim’s central structure is a network, but it also supports non-physical entities like organisational hierarchies. We present two case studies using Pynsim which demonstrate how its use can lead to flexible and maintainable simulation models. First is a multi-agent model simulating the hydrologic and human components of Jordan’s water system. The second uses a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to identify the best locations for new run-of-river power plants in Switzerland.
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1. Introduction

The use of simulation to model managed environmental systems is well established (Buytaert et al., 2012; Loucks et al., 2005; Robinson, 2014; Sánchez, 2007; Thorp and Bronson, 2013), as is the need to integrate models from multiple disciplines in order to represent the complexities and interdependencies of environmental systems (Burroughs, 2007; Castilla-Rho et al., 2015; Knappen et al., 2013). Integrated modelling aims to combine models from multiple different disciplines such as ecology & sociology (Daloglu et al., 2014), water resources & economics (Harou et al., 2009) and water resources & sociology (Barthel et al., 2008).

In addition to the integration of multiple disciplines, some models aim to enable decision making of individual actors within the modelled system. The dynamic interaction and communication between actors within the domain can be modelled using an agent-based approach (Schreinemachers and Berger, 2011). Agent-based modelling is an established methodology to resource modelling (Castilla-Rho et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2013; Tesfatsion et al., 2017), and several toolkits and languages are available (Hiebeler et al., 1994; Luke et al., 2003; Collier et al., 2003; Tisue and Wilensky, 2004). Multi-Agent Based Simulation (MABS) is a widely used technique, with several examples of cross-disciplinary model integration (Ghazi et al., 2014; Bosse et al., 2013; Daloglu et al., 2014).

A common approach to model integration is component-based...
modelling, in which processes within an integrated model are represented by pluggable model components. These integrated models are known as Integrated Environmental Models or IEMs. Component-based models are often implemented as an Environmental Modelling Framework, which are standards or software systems used to build and integrate models around a single coherent structure. EMFs provide abstractions for defining the input and output of models, and the domains on which the models operate.

EMFs differ in the domain they apply to, ranging from the specific (Hill et al., 2004) to the general (David et al., 2013; Bernholdt et al., 2002), and in the degree to which they require the model to be altered (their invasiveness) (Lloyd et al., 2011; Dozier et al., 2016). The decision to integrate a model into an EMF therefore relies on how much the model itself must be modified in order to allow integration and on the value of its inclusion.

The increasing integration of models and the complexity of the software required to support advances in integrated modelling is hampered by the ability of model developers to create sustainable code-bases which are usable beyond the scope of an individual project (David et al., 2013). Development of such code-bases is often difficult to justify as academic projects tend to focus on scientific accuracy and expediency over software sustainability and scalability.

In their vision and roadmap for the future of IEM, Laniak et al. (2013) describe the need for the environmental modelling community to make software development and sharing more prominent, in addition to considering their work to be a part of a larger ecosystem.

One step towards this goal is to encourage the use of existing, open-source technologies which allow model developers to build components, and to publish them through well-established software repositories. This can only be achieved by building a structure for model development and integration which is attractive and simple enough to encourage uptake and involvement from the wider community.

Component-based modelling frameworks rely on a consistent underlying structure to which all components integrate. Some approaches use standards, where each model uses the framework to explicitly define the input and output parameters required to run the model (Gregersen et al., 2007). Others provide a common structure to which all models must comply; for example most water resource management modelling problems can be abstracted to networks of nodes and links (Letcher et al., 2007). Recent work on network modelling software generalises network structures, allowing them to be applied to more than one domain, like water resources, energy and transport and any other domain in which network structures are used (Harou et al., 2010; Knox et al., 2014; Meier et al., 2014). Such an abstraction pushes the responsibility of domain-specific representation and functionality to the model developers themselves, and in doing so can support models spanning multiple disciplines. A generic network representation could allow, for example, multiple networks stored within the same system to be combined by linking models — e.g. the output of a water resource model is fed into the input of an energy management model by specifying a commonality between two different networks (Lee et al., 2007), such as representing a hydroelectric dam which serves as both a water supply reservoir in a water model and a production source in the energy model.

Using a network structure to tie multiple models together also allows for the support of multi-agent behaviour, where the model components can not only act on the network as a whole, but where each node or combination of nodes within the network can execute code independently at each time-step.

The work presented in this paper is referred to as the Python Network Simulation (Pynsim) Framework, a Python package containing abstract classes which are designed to be extended using an object-oriented structure. Pynsim adopts a modular design, allowing multiple users to ‘plug in’ their code and uses a central network structure to provide a common interface, where each module interacts with the network, not directly with each other. It allows simulations to be performed, where multiple sub-models adhere to a common representation of a network of nodes and links. Rather than imposing any particular standard for model communication, Pynsim provides a basic structure upon which network-based simulations can be built, laying the groundwork for components of those simulations to be released as public Python libraries.

Pynsim is an object-oriented framework written in Python and attempts to build on the design of existing modelling frameworks. It aims to facilitate model integration, agent-based modelling and the use of a ‘component-based’ design where components can be added and removed with ease. In addition to incorporating a component-based model integration through the use of ‘pluggable’ modules, it also supports agent-based modelling by allowing each network element (node, link or institution) to execute code individually at run time. An institution allows Pynsim to represent organisational and other non-physical hierarchies by acting as a container for nodes, links and the network element.

The contribution of this work is a component-based simulation framework designed specifically for networks, including representation of decision-making hierarchies and support for multi-agent modelling, and which is accessible as a standard Python library. Two case-studies demonstrate how Pynsim’s features and associated modelling approach aided development and led to flexible and maintainable human-environment system simulation models.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes related work in integrated and agent-based modelling. Section 3 identifies features of related frameworks and then introduces Pynsim and its unique functionality. Implementation details of Pynsim are then presented in Section 4. Two case studies are presented in Section 5. Finally a discussion and concluding remarks are presented in Sections 6 and 7.

2. Related work

2.1. Modelling frameworks

Environmental Modelling Frameworks (EMFs) support modular development of integrated models through provision of libraries of core modules and reusable tools for common tasks, such as unit conversion, language interoperability, data manipulation, analysis and visualisation (Argent et al., 2006).

The Object Modelling System (OMS) is an open-source EMF which maintains the design principles of the earlier Modular Modelling System (MMS) (David et al., 2013; Leavesley et al., 2007). OMS has a facility to build simulations, allowing definition of time steps, parameters and models for environmental modelling. OMS is Java-based and offers a lightweight, non-invasive (the models themselves change very little, if at all) framework for integrating models together. This is done by using code annotation to describe the required model parameters and a simple scripting language to connect the models. OMS focusses on reducing the amount of code required to integrate models.

The Open Modelling Interface (OpenMI) (Gregersen et al., 2007) is a standard for the exchange of data between models at runtime (Castronova et al., 2013b). OpenMI is implemented as a set of object-oriented interface classes and supports the integration of models, GUIs and data sources, where each one can be developed independently, and then integrated as ‘linkable components’
through use of these interfaces. Legacy models can be integrated to OpenMI through a ‘wrapper’ which runs the model code inside an OpenMI compliant linkable component. This minimises the changes required to the model code itself.

In addition to the standard itself, OpenMI provides a Software Development Kit (SDK) for Java and C# to simplify the creation of components and the OmiEd desktop application for graphically linking models. The OpenMI framework has been used in several research projects internationally for environmental modelling (Knapen et al., 2013; Goodall et al., 2011, 2013). In 2014, it was adopted as an official standard by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC).

The Community Surface Dynamics Modelling System (CSDMS) is a modelling framework comprising of two parts: The Basic Modelling Interface (BMI) and the Component Modelling Interface (CMI) (Peckham et al., 2013). BMI provides an object-oriented programming interface similar to OpenMI, which allows a model to ‘plug into’ the BMI framework. The CMI provides the ability to match models written in different programming languages, perform unit conversion, and provides a GUI to manage components. To be BMI-compliant, the model developer must implement three functions from a BMI main interface: initialize to set up the component, update where the main functionality is implemented, and which updates the state variables at each time step and finalize, which tears down the model, for instance deallocating memory or saving results. BMI is the basis of the lightweight EMELI (Experimental Modelling Environment for Linking and Interoperability), a modelling framework written in Python that was designed to allow the re-use of component models by using a standardised interface. Most recently EMELI has been extended as a web service, allowing it to integrate BMI-enabled web services, thereby making them language-agnostic. (Peckham, 2014; Jiang et al., 2017). Projects aimed at linking BMI to OpenMI are under way in an effort to create a more cohesive offering of integrated model frameworks (Goodall and Peckman, 2016).

A web-based approach is also used by the DMIF (Distributed Model Integration Framework) which connects models deployed on different hardware and software platforms using web services (Belete et al., 2017). The technical interoperability within DMIF was tested by connecting GAMS and NetLogo, the former an optimisation-based language and the latter an agent-based simulator. This shows a clear path of development towards combining agent-based simulations with external optimisation techniques, a capability offered in Pynsim.

2.2. Multi-agent modelling

Multi-Agent modelling is a popular approach to environmental modelling as it allows complex questions to be broken down into atomic parts, where the interaction of sub-components of a system are modelled independently. Bousquet et al. (1999) argue that the theory of multi-agent systems not only offers pertinent and powerful formalization tools, but also provides a better framework for computer simulations. Many different definitions of agent-based modelling exist and have been discussed extensively (Thiele et al., 2011; Castilla-Rho et al., 2015; Davidsson, 2000). We refer to an agent as something which ‘takes input from the environment and produces actions as outputs that affect the environment but with incomplete information at the agent level and without a global control mechanism’ (Wooldridge, 2009).

Several agent-based languages and toolkits are available and used in environmental modelling. These include NetLogo (Tisue and Wilensky, 2004), Repast (Galán et al., 2009), Jade (Pipattanasomporn et al., 2009), Agent Factory and nxsim, to name a few. Of these, NetLogo, Repast and Cormas have been used within environmental modelling, and are described here. Nxsim, being Python based, is also described.

NetLogo (Tisue and Wilensky, 2004) has been used for modelling social and environmental interactions in groundwater systems (Castilla-Rho et al., 2015). NetLogo is a generalised simulation environment, allowing agent-based simulations in several domains. NetLogo supports both grid-based and network-based agent connections. In addition to having a user interface, it provides a built-in scripting language for defining agent behaviour. For integrating with external models and for more advanced developers NetLogo provides extension libraries for integrating programming languages such as Java, R and MATLAB.

Repast is a suite of generic open-source simulation platforms, written in Java which has been used to model water management systems (Galan et al., 2009). Repast is aimed at both novice developers through its ReLogo platform, but can be used to build scalable, distributed simulations using Repast Symphony. Repast is a Java API, providing a suite of tools for running simulations and developed using a philosophy of ‘abstraction of simulation infrastructure, extensibility, and ’good enough’ performance’ (Collier, 2003). One of the approaches employed by Repast to simplify initial development is to incorporate Python scripting. Being an API, Repast passes the responsibility of code organisation to the developer, rather than prescribing a particular structure. To keep up with modern technologies, the approach should allow for the use of components (Buahin and Horsburgh, 2015; Whelan et al., 2014) which can be interchanged and be able to represent both the physical and non-physical aspects of a domain.

3. Pynsim

A common theme with recent developments in model frameworks is the goal to abstract the complexity of the software infrastructure, with the assumption that many model developers have limited skills in software development and architecture (Müller, 2010; Tisue and Wilensky, 2004). By contrast, scripting has become a common feature of modelling, particularly the use of Python (Marta-Almeida et al., 2011; Thorp and Bronson, 2013).

As resource models become increasingly sophisticated (Castronova et al., 2013a; Ames et al., 2005), a flexible approach is becoming more relevant, where through a well-defined software architecture, modellers can define their own modules, write their own code and rapidly build resource network models. To keep up with modern technologies, the approach should allow for the use of components (Buahin and Horsburgh, 2015; Whelan et al., 2014) which can be interchanged and be able to represent both the physical and non-physical aspects of a domain.
Given an appropriate structure, scripting can become more accessible to modellers and the steep initial learning curve is outweighed by the flexibility gained and the potential of benefiting from a wider community of software developers. The HydroShare platform demonstrates that such a software development community already exists within the water resources community (Tarboton et al., 2013; Morsy et al., 2017).

Several technologies and solutions exist for integrated environmental modelling, summarised in Kelly et al. (2013), but many solutions tend to focus on one specific problem area or domain, even in a cross-disciplinary context. For example the agent-based framework EMLab (Chappin et al., 2017) focusses on energy and climate specifically. By using a simple basic structure capable of being extended, a more general framework could be used, widening the number of applications and models which can be integrated.

Pynsim (pronounced ‘pinsim’) is a modelling framework designed to allow building networked resource system simulators in a structured way. Pynsim uses an object-oriented approach to define the network, its properties and simulation behaviour. This approach allows the structure to be general and modular, meaning Pynsim can be applied to many areas of network modelling, and allows multiple behaviour-defining codes to be integrated into a single simulation.

Pynsim is a modelling framework in that it supports the integration of multiple modules acting on a central data structure, a network, where the network is effectively the means of communication between modules.

Pynsim takes several design cues from existing modelling frameworks (detailed in section 2) such as adopting object-oriented classes for structure, lightweight design, and a component-based architecture, but narrows the focus of application to the simulation of managed resource system networks. Pynsim does not attempt to formalise attribute matching, unit conversion or provide cross-language interoperability.

In designing Pynsim, best practices and design philosophies from related works led to a set of requirements for the new modelling framework. The framework should support the simulation of a network of agents. It should be generalised to cater for multiple domains and should allow model integration using object-oriented classes as the semantic glue. It should also provide a means to add and remove algorithms and processes from the simulation with ease. This framework should be a standard software library, therefore depending on external systems for visualisation, data analysis and management.

Pynsim’s novelty is that it is a generic network simulation framework, written in Python, capable of supporting multi-agent modelling and representing the physical and hierarchical aspects of network-based systems.

The use of Python has several benefits:

- Python is already a recognised tool in resource modelling (Marta-Almeida et al., 2011; Fienen and Plant, 2015; Thorp and Bronson, 2013)
- Python scripts can be made OpenMI and BMI compliant, allowing broad integration into an established environmental modelling ecosystem (Bulatewicz et al., 2013)
- Python offers numerical and scientific libraries such as Pandas, NumPy and SciPy.
- In Pyomo, Python has a native optimisation language ready-made, allowing tightly-coupled model integration.
- Extensions to core libraries can be published and downloaded through the Python Package Index (PyPI).

Pynsim supports component-based modelling (Whelan et al., 2014; Buahin and Horsburgh, 2015), by virtue of its object-oriented structure and through its ability to configure and manage multiple engines (see Section 4). Additionally Pynsim is suitable for agent-based modelling (Wooldridge, 2009; Castillo-Rho et al., 2015) as each component of a network is capable of running its own decision making code. Pynsim does not impose a component-based or agent-based approach. Instead it provides the framework in which one or both of these approaches can be adopted. The Pynsim codebase is lightweight in that it has no dependencies on external libraries and does not present a significant computational overhead (see Section 6).

Definitions. Pynsim uses the following terminology to describe its elements. These mirror the class names used within the Pynsim code.

**Module**: A file or folder containing python definitions and statements.

- **Object**: An instance of a class (as defined within a Module), from object-oriented design principles.
- **Network Component Type**: The blueprint of a network component (node, link or the network itself) with a unique set of properties to represent a structural element in the network.
- **Network Component**: An instance of a component type. Computation can take place within a component. In Pynsim, a component refers to the constituent parts of a network. A component is an object.
- **Engine**: A piece of software that performs calculations i.e. a sub-model. An engine calls an algorithm or a collection of algorithms that simulates or optimises a process. Multiple engines can exist within a generic model and provide a means of controlling the sequence of processes.
- **Generic Model**: A collection of defined component types and engines.

**Model**: An instance of a generic model, applied to a particular system. This includes the network topology but without data.

**Simulation**: A run or instance of a model with a particular set of model parameters, boundary and initial conditions. Also termed a model run.

### 3.1. Design

With Pynsim, a developer first creates a generic model; defining component types and engines, and their behaviour. Next a Model is created by defining instances of these component types. After applying input data to these components, the model can be run – a simulation.

Pynsim uses an object-oriented design, providing a set of abstract classes which must be extended to build a simulator (see Fig. 1). Building a model in Pynsim requires first creating subclasses of the base network components, which we call building a Generic Model.

These classes, illustrated in Fig. 1 are:

- **Network**, **Node**, **Link**, **Institution** (a grouping of nodes and links) **Engines** and **Simulator**. The abstract classes provided by Pynsim are designed to be extended using inheritance, a fundamental feature of Object Oriented Programming (OOP).

Inheritance is a mechanism for establishing is a ’a relationships between objects, whereby an object is based on a higher-level object. In this way the more specific object (sub-class) exhibits the same behaviour and contains the same properties as that of the higher-level object (super-class), but with additional properties and behaviour.

The classes created for a generic model are what make it specific to a domain. In one domain a subclass of Node class may represent a power station, while in another, the class may represent a junction in a transport network or a group of farms in an agricultural region. The same principle applies to links, institutions and networks.
One or more Engines must be defined by extending the Engine abstract class. Engines contain the generic model's logic, implemented either by activating an external sub-model or by implementing the logic directly in Python. It is the model developer's responsibility to write linking code to external processes, and therefore gives the developer control over the level of invasiveness required for implementing modifications. Engines are executed at each time step in a specific order, defining an explicit sequence of processes.

The last step in building the model is creating instances of the network components and engines. This is done in a Python script, adding the network and engines to the simulator, defining the model run's time-steps, assigning data to the network components, and then starting the simulation.

Pynsim handles the progression of time as a series of discrete time steps. The discretisation of time is defined before a simulation is run. As Pynsim iterates over the list of time steps, a pre-defined sequence is executed. The sequence of a Pynsim simulation is illustrated in Fig. 2 and occurs as follows:

1. Simulation starts
2. Simulation begins iterating over the user-defined time steps.
3. For each time step, each network component (node, link and institution) in the network sets itself up in preparation for being used in the engines. This is the setup phase.
4. At time step, one or more engines perform an action on the network or part of the network.
5. At the end of time step \( t \) the network state is saved and the simulation continues.

The setup phase decouples the extraction of data for a given time-step from operations performed on the network. This makes engine code less complex as it only deals with the network at a single time step on each iteration.

3.2. Network components

Components comprise the topological structure of the network. They include the network itself, nodes, links and institutions. A component has some baseline properties like name, description and component_type but also supports user-defined attributes which represent the properties relevant to the model, and whose changes can be automatically recorded as the simulation progresses.

Pynsim components contain a setup function. At each time-step of the simulation, this function is called for every component individually.

The setup function has two roles: The first role is to allow each component to retrieve and set property values for the current time-step. This may involve querying external databases or other forms of exogenous data structures. Data calculated during previous time-steps may also be retrieved during setup. All the components in the network then set these properties locally.

Having set parameters locally, the second role of the setup function is to implement some more intelligent and autonomous decision making behaviour based on its current or past state. This is where a component can take the role of an ‘agent’, as the setup code is run on each component independently.

3.2.1. Nodes and links

Nodes and links provide the basic structure of a network. A node can represent any physical or abstract entity, provided it has a name and a coordinate. A link is defined by a name, a start node and an end node, and therefore cannot exist without nodes. Nodes and links act in the same way in that they are both ‘set up’ at the beginning of each time step and have a set of user-defined properties which an engine can access.

3.2.2. Institution

Institutions represent some grouping of other network components. This grouping can represent a physical similarity: ‘all farms in a district’ or a more abstract grouping, such as ‘all power stations owned by owner X’. An institution can contain multiple nodes, links and other institutions. In addition to creating logical groupings for physical components, institutions can be used to implement hierarchical decision making, such as national and regional government policy. Being a network component like nodes and links, institutions are also ‘set up’ at each time step.

3.2.3. Network

The network is the container for all the nodes, links and institutions. The network class contains several functions to manage its sub-components such as functions for adding and removing nodes and links. In addition, a network has basic utility functions for visualising its topology and graphing properties over time. A model is associated with exactly one network (system topology).

3.2.4. Properties

In Pynsim, a list of properties are defined for each component type. A property is a ‘state’ (simulation) or ‘decision’ (optimisation) variable, as opposed to temporary or transient variables used during calculations or fixed parameters that do not change over the course of the model run. A property often stores a model result or a value required by another component in the current time-step or by itself in a future time-step.

At each time-step in a Pynsim simulation, the properties of an individual network component can be set either during the setup phase or by an engine. The types of properties that the components have are defined in their subclass. Pynsim provides a standardised way of defining properties, making it easy to distinguish a property pertinent to the model from other temporary variables or fixed parameters.

The primary reason for defining properties explicitly is that it allows Pynsim to track changes to these properties over time. The value of each property is stored in an internal history structure at the end of each time step. When the simulation is complete, the history of each property can be interrogated, allowing for in-depth post-processing. History can also be interrogated by components mid-simulation, allowing them to make decisions based on historical data. Pynsim provides a visualisation function, in which the changes to a property can be plotted over time.

3.3. Engines

An engine is a piece of software that performs calculations (Gregersen et al., 2007). Pynsim models must contain at least one engine, which performs an operation on a target. A target can be the network itself, as well as an institution in the network or an individual node. In Pynsim, an engine’s operations can be performed fully within its own functions, using an external model, or by calling functions on components within the target.

Engines can be initialised at the start of the simulation, run at each time step, and finalised at the simulation’s end, reflecting the ‘initialise/update/finalise’ design seen in other component-based architectures.

Pynsim supports multiple engines running sequentially. This allows the same network to be used in several sub-models, guaranteeing consistency of data and allowing sub-models focussing on different aspects of the problem area to be integrated into the same system.

The operation of the engine itself does not need to be written in Python. Code written in external languages may require the developer to convert the network into input files for the external model. It is here that more specialised frameworks for integration of sub-models could be used. When the external code is run, the results could be parsed in Python and saved. Using this approach, any new or legacy code can be integrated with Pynsim provided the developer writes the input and output parsing in the engine class. No automatic standardisation of units or attribute names is performed by Pynsim. It is the responsibility of the engine developers to ensure consistency of data and attribute names.

3.4. Simulator

The Pynsim simulator controls the model runs and acts as a container for the network and engines. The time steps for the model run are specified in the simulator. When the simulation starts, the simulator initialises each engine by calling its initialise function. It then iterates over these time steps, setting up the network (calling the setup function of each component), then running each engine in turn (calling the run function of each engine) for each time step. Finally, each engine is finalised by calling its teardown function.

4. Implementation

Pynsim provides a suite of abstract classes, with a simple code
structure, all of which can be (but don’t necessarily need to be) extended.

There are three modules providing the base classes and functionality: `engine`, `component`, and `simulator`. The `component` module contains the base classes for the network topology: `Network`, `Node`, `Link`, and `Institution`. These classes must be extended to define the elements of the network. The engine module contains the abstract class `Engine`. This class must be extended for the simulator to provide functionality. The simulator module holds the `Simulator` class. It is here that a simulation is controlled. The `Simulator` class contains simple features such as `start`, `add_engine`, `add_network` etc. A `Simulator` class must be instantiated, and the network and engines must be loaded into the `Simulator`. The time steps for the simulation must also be defined explicitly.

4.1. Time steps

The only rule for time steps is that they must be specified as an iterator. There is no restriction on what format the time step itself takes. Time steps are a simulator property, so must be set on the simulator object. By default time steps is an empty list, so if no time steps are specified before the simulation is started, Pynsim will return an error.

Valid time steps might be:

```python
['mon', 'tue', 'wed', 'thu', 'fri']
```

Or

```python
['2018/01/01', '2018/02/01', '2018/03/01', '2018/04/01']
```

When the simulation is started, it iterates over the time steps list, calling the setup functions and then running the engines for each time step. The network and each engine has access to the current time step, as well as the time step index. The time step index is the current numerical point in the time step list. For example, in the daily time steps above, ‘wed’ has a time step index of 2. By accessing the time step index, engines can be defined to perform certain processes at only specific time steps (e.g. an annual process that is only run at every 12 time steps for a monthly model).

4.2. Properties

Exogenous data can be set as a regular attribute on a component, but Pynsim also provides a means of allowing the model to define and then keep track of properties which may require analysis once the simulation has been completed. This is done using the `_properties attribute. The underscore postfix is a python convention used to indicate an attribute which is private to an object and not meant to be accessed externally. `_properties must be defined as an attribute of every component and is a Python dictionary. The keys of this dictionary are the component’s properties, and the values are its defaults. Upon creation of each component, the contents of this dictionary are converted into object attributes, defaulted to the value specified in the dictionary.

For example, a class defining a reservoir might have a `water_level` property:

```python
from pynsim import Node

class Reservoir(Node):
    _properties = {
        'water_level': 100
    }
```

When instantiated, the reservoir object will have a `water_level` attribute. From the example above, an object `myRes, myRes.water_level` will yield 100.

This approach is taken so Pynsim can track certain properties while ignoring others. At the end of each time-step, every property which was defined in the `._properties` dictionary is recorded in an internal history structure. Every network component has a history property (`_history`). This is a Python dictionary, keyed on property name. The values of the dictionary are implemented as lists, which is appended at the end of each time-step with the current value of that property. By the end of the simulation, the change to every one of these properties has been stored and indexed by time-step. This allows for analysis of data changes throughout the simulation.

4.3. Engines

An engine is implemented as an abstract Python class with three functions: `initialise`, `run`, `teardown`. When implementing an engine, a developer must subclass this abstract class and implement at least the `run` function. This function is called during every time-step of the simulation. The initialise and teardown functions are called at the beginning and end of the simulation respectively. This approach matches the design pattern commonly used in object-oriented component modelling interfaces like BMI, OpenMI and OMS. The contents of an engine’s functions are at the discretion of the developer, with the initialisation step typically used for loading external data, the run function used to propagate a sub-model in time, and teardown used for storing or parsing result data.

When instantiating an engine, a `target` must be specified. This represents the network or component of the network upon which the engine will perform its calculations. A target must be a subclass of the `component` type (i.e. Network, Node, Link, Institution).

The `run` function can be used in two ways: to perform a function which can be written natively in Python or to run an external program. In the latter case, the target must be converted into an input for the external program and the result of this program must be interpreted, with the resulting data set back on the target.

Engines are added to a simulator using the `‘add_engine()’` function, which appends the engine object to an iterator (`simulator.engines`) within the simulation. When the simulation begins, it iterates over this list, calling `engine.run()` on each engine, allowing for an explicit sequencing of model processes through the ordering of the engines list.

4.4. Data and result analysis

Pynsim provides several high-level features for data analysis, including drawing the topology of the network, analysing results data and identifying areas of poor performance in terms of run time. We briefly detail these features here.

Pynsim records the changes to the properties of components at each time step. By calling a component’s `get_history(my_property)` function, the value of a specified property can be retrieved for each time step.

A simple suite of visualisation tools are provided to allow a user to graph changes to a property over time. This is implemented in the `network.plot(my\_property)` function and takes a property name as an argument. This built-in data analysis functionality is designed to provide quick, high-level information to developers which may be extended as necessary, rather than as an in-depth analysis tool like that presented by (White et al., 2016) and (Jin et al., 2017). No assumption is made about what kind of analysis a user might require so more detailed analysis is left to the developer to perform.
Visualisations are produced using matplotlib, but Pynsim does not rely on matplotlib being installed to run, only when the relevant graphical functions are called. This maintains Pynsim’s light-weight but readily-expandable functionality, while availing of existing Python libraries.

In addition to data analysis, Pynsim provides analyses on computational performance. The time taken to run each engine and each setup function can be recorded by setting the `record_time` argument of the simulator to True. Timings can be visualised by calling the `simulator.plot_timing()` function. This function provides a graph of the cumulative time taken for the setup function of every resource in the network and for each engine. For more detailed performance analysis, the timings of each node, link and institutions can also be graphed individually using the network object’s `plot_timing()` function. Likewise, if the simulator contains multiple engines, the performance of each can be plotted using the simulator’s `plot_engine_timing()` function. These tools allow a developer to identify bottlenecks quickly without having to use external profiling tools. As with the data analysis, the philosophy of Pynsim is to provide high-level analysis tools to identify obvious irregularities, but detailed analysis is left to the developer.

5. Case studies

This section presents two case studies in which Pynsim has been used. They highlight different aspects of Pynsim, demonstrating its use in multiple applications.

5.1. The Jordan water project

The Jordan Water Project (JWP) is a collaborative, interdisciplinary research effort focused on the development of a multi-agent hydroeconomic model for the evaluation of policy interventions in Jordan, which ranks as one of the most vulnerable countries in the world in terms of freshwater supply (Padowski et al., 2015; Rajsekhar andGorelick, 2017). The goal of the project is to enhance Jordan’s long-term water security in the face of climate and socioeconomic change. The central feature of the JWP is an integrated model which couples spatially explicit representation of hydrologic systems with multi-agent representation of water allocation and use at both institutional and consumer levels of human decision-making. Through Pynsim’s component and engine architecture, the model adopts a modular structure, with individual modules developed and calibrated independently and subsequently linked through the identification of important interactions and feedbacks in the system. The overarching model structure is simulation-based (i.e., non-optimization), though subsystem level optimization algorithms are adopted for specific modules.

The project team includes researchers from a variety of disciplines (hydrology, water resource systems analysis, economics, geography), each responsible for development of specific modules. Given the interdisciplinary makeup of the team and the complexity of the model structure, the JWP serves as an example for utilising the Pynsim framework in enhancing complex human-natural model development. While an in-depth analysis of the model is beyond the scope of this paper, we illustrate some modules of the Jordan Water Project that highlight the use and value of Pynsim, focussing on a cross-section of the physical, social and institutional aspects of the system.

The groundwater system is represented through a set of approximately 200 groundwater nodes. Each node uses a Pynsim property which tracks the groundwater lift from the water table to the ground surface. A response function is written using a Pynsim engine, which consolidates pumping information from the human agents, then calculates the response of the groundwater system at every groundwater node using a response matrix (Maddock, 1972). These engines use external drawdown tables, pre-processed from hundreds of MODFLOW simulations, illustrating how a Pynsim engine is linked to an external source to perform calculations or access information.

At each time period, households, implemented as Pynsim nodes, request and purchase water from multiple water sources (institutional allocators and private water tankers) in response to prices and availability of the various sources and in accordance with a unique demand curve (Klassert et al., 2015). Households make initial demand calculations independently based on their current circumstance, executed during the setup phase of the time step. The amount of water purchased, the price of purchase, and the consumer surplus of every household node is tracked for all model time periods using Pynsim’s properties. These are later used for model validation and analysis.

Private tankers act as an informal water market between farmers (who own private groundwater wells) and urban households. The private tanker water market is implemented as an institution, and uses a market algorithm that matches willing farm sellers with urban buyers, factoring in transportation cost based upon distance between any two farm and urban nodes. The tanker market uses the flexibility of the Pynsim institution class to model non-spatial abstractions such as a water market applied to resource networks. Farms, implemented as Pynsim nodes, attempt to maximize profit under a set of physical and behavioural constraints, many of which are imposed by other Pynsim components in the system. Farms use the dynamic groundwater lift stored in the groundwater nodes as input to their optimisation calculation, which is performed through an engine that calls an external GAMS model run. Here the support for agent-based decision making integrated with external optimisation solvers is demonstrated, with each farm needing to dynamically decide on whether to sell its water or use it for irrigation.

Organizational-level allocator agents are implemented as Pynsim institution classes. In contrast to the water user agents which are implemented as spatial nodes, the institutional agents are entities that contain a subset of the nodes and links in the system and make decisions on them. In the Jordan model, these institutions represent real world agencies which allocate water from their supply nodes to their water user nodes. Each institution uses a linear programming formulation that minimizes water deficit (the difference between allocated water volume and baseline demand) in determining current and projected water allocations to the water user nodes. Pynsim’s ability to represent non-physical hierarchies makes possible the deployment of such institutional agents.

The simulation is run for a 10-year historical period and a 50-year future period for a diverse set of scenario and intervention combinations. Pynsim tracks component properties of interest (e.g. groundwater head levels at each groundwater node, water purchases at each water user node, etc.) over time, which are used for system performance evaluation. Pynsim provides a common framework for the development of a complex integrated model, streamlining software architecture design and easing module compatibility, particularly in a collaborative, interdisciplinary model development environment. The framework provides a common architecture for development, while also allowing for a high degree of flexibility for component extension, as demonstrated by the ability to use Pynsim components to simulate a wide range of processes, from physical hydrologic flow to an abstracted private water tanker market. The component-based structure of Pynsim allowed the code-base to be broken up into manageable parts and for each developer to build and test their engine in
isolation. This allowed new engines or updates to be integrated in a structured and controlled way.

For the Jordan Water Project, the framework serves as a means to standardize model conceptualization and development among a group of researchers from a variety of disciplines each approaching environmental modelling from a unique disciplinary and methodological perspective.

5.2. Investment planning for run-of-river power plants

With an increasing electricity demand and the decision to phase out nuclear power plants, the Swiss energy strategy plans for an increase in hydropower production. The already high degree of exploited potential shifts the focus of hydropower expansion to small run-of-river power plants. As riverine ecosystems are already exposed to multiple stressors affecting ecosystem functioning, the impact of disrupted network connectivity within a river network should be included in the planning process (Altermatt, 2013).

This case study presents a tool to evaluate Pareto-optimal configurations of run-of-river power plants considering their effect on river network connectivity. The positioning of run-of-river hydropower plants within a river network is formulated as a multi-objective problem and solved with a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA). Different objectives are considered, such as total electricity production, investment cost, flow deficit and network connectivity, each of which is implemented as a separate engine. Pareto-optimal extension options are derived by linking a simulation model to the MOEA, in this case BorgMOEA (Hadka and Reed, 2013), searching for optimal decision variable sets based on multiple objective values calculated by engines. This requires the evaluation of different potential configurations, running the simulation multiple times.

Before evaluating one specific configuration, the network topology needs to be defined based on decision variables provided by the optimisation algorithm (See Fig. 3). This demonstrates the ability of Pynsim to build a network topology through code, based on exogenous data sources. To save computation time, those parts of the network that do not change during the optimisation process (i.e. the river itself), are generated beforehand. This allows reuse of the basic network structure including data without the need for instantiating a new network object for each simulation run. Parameter values provided by the optimisation algorithm can be set on an existing network, thanks to the object-oriented design of Pynsim.

In order to represent the structures of a power plant as a whole, the water intake, the powerhouse and corresponding pipes are combined as institutions. The investment cost is calculated at the institutional level. Institutions provide an intermediate hierarchy level well suited for representing institutional units in a model.

Multiple engines are used. Before each objective is calculated, a flow routing engine sets the discharges on each link in the whole network.

The use of an evolutionary optimisation algorithm imposes the need for a fast simulation model. Pynsim supports fast simulations by leaving the model developer in control over what code is executed. Pynsim’s use of engines allows for enough granularity to include or exclude certain calculations with little effort. This makes developing the model easier and less error-prone.

6. Discussion

Pynsim was applied successfully to two case studies with different requirements, and the lessons learned from these applications and in the continued development of Pynsim have highlighted a number of benefits and limitations.

For the Jordan Water Project, Pynsim provided a common framework for the development of a complex integrated model, serving as a foundation to standardize model conceptualization and development among a group of researchers from a variety of disciplines (hydrology, systems analysis, economics, geography), each approaching environmental modelling from a unique disciplinary and methodological perspective. This foundation is based on Pynsim’s object-oriented design and provision of a common network through which sub-modules can interact. Pynsim’s support for institutions, hierarchical groupings of nodes and links, were used to represent governance structures and their decision making processes. Additionally, the deployment of engines, institutions and agent nodes allowed for the use of optimisation in addition to rule-based agent decision-making processes. Pynsim’s property history structures were relied on extensively for both processing of results as well as in agent’s decision-making processes. Finally, Pynsim’s distinction of tracked properties for each agent simplified data management by providing a system to focus on variables of interest.

In the Swiss power plant project, the benefit of Pynsim’s object-oriented structure is demonstrated. In this case, the modeller was an experienced Python developer, so Pynsim’s online documentation and availability through pypi were factors in choosing it for this project. These are often considered a necessity for uptake of Python libraries. Pynsim’s institution class is used for the Swiss model to provide grouping for a set of interdependent nodes rather than representing an organisational entity as in the Jordan project. Linking to a Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA) is achieved using one of Python’s freely available libraries. Pynsim’s object-oriented design is used because optimising the location of new hydropower plants required a network configuration which could be updated easily through code.

The primary limitations of Pynsim can be broadly split into two categories: performance (how Pynsim’s overhead affects run times) and its level of formalisation and standardization.

Being written in Python, an interpreted scripting language, Pynsim has an inherent drawback in performance compared to compiled languages such as C or C++. Our experience is that the
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benefits of ease-of-use and accessibility outweigh potential limitations of computational performance. The two case-studies demonstrated that computational efficiency of Pynsim engines have the most impact on model run durations. The inherent drawback therefore is not necessarily in Pynsim but in the engine and component setup code, which is the responsibility of the developer to streamline. Fig. 4 shows the overhead of Pynsim as a function of the number of time steps and the number of components in the network. In these test cases, a single empty engine is used with increasing numbers of nodes containing empty setup functions and an increasing number of time-steps. The linear increase indicates stable performance.

While the general network structure and flexible approach to integration makes Pynsim applicable to several areas, one could argue that Pynsim is too flexible, affording model developers too much freedom. The responsibility for non-Python experts to build an entire Python-based structure for a simulator may be infeasible for some developers. We have endeavoured for Pynsim to strike an effective balance between flexibility and structure, as demonstrated in the Jordan Water Project. Pynsim comes with extensive online documentation and includes several examples, but even with this support we are aware that some model developers will be apprehensive to build models from scratch in Python. This is where we anticipate that the model development community can come together to build Pynsim extensions for their areas of expertise, with libraries of component types and standardised ways of importing and exporting data to common external formats.

Pynsim is under continual development, with ongoing feedback of application developers taken into account. Some notable areas of planned Pynsim development are integration with existing model development platforms, improvement of documentation, and formalisation of how add-on packages can be used and published.

Improving efficiency is a constant goal, such as streamlining storage of the history of component properties — (e.g. only saving the values when they change to reduce memory usage). In addition, the ability to easily run multiple engines in parallel would allow developers to maximise their computing resources. The online documentation would benefit from more examples, including those of greater technical complexity. This is an area which needs continuous improvement. Finally, compliance is a goal, with efforts currently underway to make engines compatible with the BMI standard. While out of scope of current Pynsim development, the availability of Python libraries make BMI integration feasible, with OpenMI compliance a longer term goal, when support for OpenMI in Python becomes more mature. OpenMI compliance would give model developers within Pynsim access to an existing community of models in addition to working towards a common future vision where model frameworks are more interoperable (Laniak et al., 2013).

7. Conclusions

As many models of environmental resource systems benefit from an integrated and multidisciplinary multi-actor representation of the modelled domain, integrating specialised models at runtime is increasingly useful. There are multiple ways of performing model integration, from adhering to static input/output standards to directly developing components around a single software structure — ‘component-based modelling’. Achieving a sustainable, reusable model can be a challenge, as most model developers do not have a formal background in software development and require a framework which is initially accessible, but which can be extended to support sophisticated scientific aims and methods. The Jordan Water Project is an example of this situation.

We presented Pynsim, a Python library designed to aid in the rapid development of customised networked resource system simulators. Pynsim uses a network structure as the common data representation and employs a modular design where external sub-models, or ‘Engines’, interact with the network instead of directly with each other. Engines take the data they need from the network, perform a calculation either directly in Python or by calling an external model or service, and then save results back on the network's components. It is within these network components that input data and results are expected to be stored. As a simulation progresses, Pynsim records changes to properties of the nodes and links, allowing for post-processing of data and analysis. Using the network as the central data storage structure ensures a common means of communication between engines.

A setup function is called on each component individually at each time-step, and each component object has access to current and historical simulation data. This approach allows components to act as independent agents within the simulation.

In addition to nodes and links, a Pynsim network can contain institutions; groupings of nodes and links, allowing Pynsim to support representation of non-physical hierarchies such as government institutions or social groups. The JWP used institutions to represent organisational hierarchies, while the Swiss model used institutions to represent an interdependent set of nodes.

The practical application of Pynsim is demonstrated by two case-studies, the details of which are summarised in Table 1. The Jordan Water Project (JWP) benefitted from Pynsim's component-based architecture as multiple sub-models were integrated into a single multi-agent model of Jordan's water resources system. The JWP was developed by a diverse group of scientists, none of whom had any formal prior software development experience. Using Pynsim, a modular code base was produced which streamlined updates, testing and integration. Several external data sources and models were used by this model, all connected using Pynsim’s Engines. Pynsim’s support for agents was used for independent decision making of some nodes, while its institutions allowed the representation of hierarchical decision processes.

Pynsim’s flexibility is demonstrated by the second case study in which the network’s topology is dynamically created from an external source and then altered while searching for the optimal placement of new power plants on an existing river network. This project used a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm, illustrating how Pynsim can be connected to an external processing source. Through institutions, groupings of interconnecting nodes could be referred to as one entity.

Fig. 4. Total overhead time of Pynsim as a function of the number of components and the number of time steps. The small variation in time across the spectrum of time steps indicates stable computational performance as time steps increase.
Table 1: The two case studies have different requirements, structurally and technically. This table illustrates the use of Pynsim in these projects, summarising how its features are used. Pynsim’s internal structures are network-based, but these case-studies use them differently, one loading a large static network on initialisation, while the other alters the network topology. Both use institutions, one to represent governance hierarchies, while the other puts interdependent nodes into groupings to represent a single entity. Both studies use engines, with the Jordan case study relying on them to break up the code structure, so each of its developers can work independently. Engines in both studies connect to external models to perform calculations. The Jordan case study is an agent-based model, using Pynsim to execute code within each node and institution during each time-step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pynsim Feature</th>
<th>Jordan Case Study</th>
<th>Swiss Case Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Object-oriented design</td>
<td>Provided a common structure and interface to support the integration of modules developed independently by a multi-disciplinary team; Provided an efficient software framework to organize 1000s of nodes and agents.</td>
<td>Allowed for the flexible modification of network topology within an heuristic search MOEA framework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python</td>
<td>Provided a common structure and interface to support the integration of modules developed independently by a multi-disciplinary team; Provided an efficient software framework to organize 1000s of nodes and agents.</td>
<td>Relies heavily on NumPy and Pandas. Simulation is run repeatedly, where the model dynamically changes the network topology before running each simulation. The same network object is used throughout.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network-based</td>
<td>Pyomo for mathematical programming, along with other scientific programming packages (NumPy, SciPy)</td>
<td>Supported implementation of a range of node types, including hydrologic water supply and human water use nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions</td>
<td>Supported the implementation of government agencies as non-spatial model entities.</td>
<td>Allowed for the grouping of interdependent nodes to simplify engine algorithms. Deployed different algorithms and approaches by inclusion or exclusion of engines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pynsim relies on model developers embracing Python as the language linking their models to data and other models. Opportunities, Python is becoming more common in water resources and environmental modelling and so this approach may be attractive to model developers seeking to integrate multiple models.
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